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Abstract

Tenders are powerful means of investment of public funds and represent a strategic development resource.
Thus, improving the efficiency of procuring entities and developing evaluation models turn out to be
essential to facilitate e-procurement procedures. With this contribution, we present our preliminary
research to create a supporting system for the decision-making and monitoring process for the entire
course of investments and contracts (SIAP). This system employs artificial intelligence techniques based
on natural language processing and machine learning, focused on providing instruments for extracting
useful information from both structured and unstructured (i.e., text) data.

1. Introduction
Public procurement, especially when the aim is innovation, represents a powerful mean of
investment of public funds. Hence, in the area of transparency and monitoring of the entire
investment and procurement cycle, it is crucial to improve two main aspects: on one hand, the
engagement process of the RUPs7 , procuring entities, administrations, and awarding entities,
allowing them to fulfill many of their assigned tasks in a more effective, efficient and sustainable
manner, and on the other hand, to develop assessment schemes that correlate particular logicaltemporal sequences of facts and contents that can be traced back to specific anomaly indicators.
Artificial intelligence technologies and automatic Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems
focused on the Italian language represent a new frontier for semantic interpretation, concept
extraction, and correlation of texts and documents. This research, leveraging such technologies,
aims at developing a system that can interface with existing databases, prepare datasets that
are suitable for processing and analysis, execute automatic extraction of relationships between
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textual entities, perform correlation tests between portions of text even of different lengths
(paragraphs vs. entire document), then receive queries and return predefined outcomes in
web-based format (short report, evidence, reference code, etc.).

2. Methodology
The high-level architecture layout is designed to enable its specialization in the later stages of the
project. The architecture consists of four different modules: Data Collector, Data Pre-Processing,
Tender Analyzer, Service Tools.
The Data Collector module gathers tender notices-related data, that can be extracted from several sources: European (TED1 ), national (SIMOG/ANAC2 ) and regional (EmPULIA3 ) databases,
both in the form of tabular and textual data. Nevertheless, depending on the use-case requirements, this research may involve sources that do not focus on tendering, such as Feed RSS
and other government agencies’ databases. Due to the potential heterogeneous nature of the
sources, the extraction of data is partitioned into plug-ins, allowing to add new sources or
modify the existing ones more simply. A further component, Data Integration, deals with the
above-mentioned heterogeneity by combining information gathered from each source, matching
the overlapping data, and reporting potential anomalies.
The Pre-Processing module transforms the information extracted by Data Collector into
entities on which the subsequent analysis tasks can be effectively executed. Thus, it is necessary
to establish which features or entities are appropriate for representing a tender notice and
subsequently memorize them with the help of databases or suitable indexes.
The Tender Analyzer carries out analyses based on the information extracted. Given the
nature of such information (structured or unstructured), this module consists of two different
components:
• The Data Analyzer deals with the structured information associated with tenders: codes
(such as CIG4 , CPV5 , etc), dates, amounts, etc.
• The Content Analyzer elaborates the unstructured information, e.g. any attachments
inherent to the notice (determine, specifications, etc.). It performs text analysis using NLP
techniques.
The last module of the architecture is designed as a series of Service Tools. Given the information and analysis provided by the previous modules, they will be linked to a well-defined set of
use cases and perform specific operations to fulfill the requirements.

3. Applications
As discussed in section 2, the proposed framework works on both structured and unstructured
data to fully exploit the information associated with the notice and capture all aspects of it.
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3.1. Structured Data analysis
The application on structured data involves deriving metrics that can detect anomalies or deviation from regulatory and normative standards in procurement activities [1]. These can be
calculated based on the available public procurement Open Data, we propose the following:
Relative tender value, Variance of bids, Difference between the first and second bids, Concentrated
market structure, Static market structure, Cyclical wins, Lack of offers from a previously active company, Superfluous bidders, Prevalence of incorrect applications, Prevalence of consortia,
Prevalence of subcontracting.
Such features engineering activity can facilitate the application of machine learning, with
the aim of detecting suspicious contracts whose allocation might be the result of collusive
agreements among firms participating in the tender or pertaining to that market. The main
criticality of the above task is the absence of datasets that record for a given procurement the
occurrence of a judicial authority investigation that has proven the collusion among participants.
One of the main research areas is the development of unsupervised models, e.g., clustering
or anomaly detection. If needed, with records by the relevant law enforcement authorities
available in external datasets, it would be possible to make use of supervised learning models at
the cost of creating annotated datasets cross-referencing information obtained by data mining
on those sources (rulings of the courts, RSS feeds, etc.) and available procurement data (ANAC3 ,
TED2 , etc).

3.2. Unstructured Data analysis
Unstructured data are handled with the aid of automated tools capable of detecting implicit
information such as grammatical and semantic structures present in the text, following approaches based on NLP [2] and Semantic Analysis. Such approach enables various outcomes,
for instance, the creation of a search engine capable of receiving queries and returning the
most relevant documents based on co-occurrence measures between terms in the query and
the documents and their semantic similarity as well [3]. Furthermore, to generate fixed preset
outcomes, it is possible to use Natural Language Understanding, and Generation techniques, e.g.,
the system can generate summaries that condense, with the needed granularity, the information
gathered from documents [4]. These functionalities simplify the access to contract information
and consequently eases the implementation of innovative business processes.
The analysis of tender documents might allow the extraction of important information, which
often is not included in the available metadata. The CPV6 code, for example, identifies the type
of the contract scope, and it is employed for classifying tenders. These codes could be used to
train a classifier able to assign a category to a call for tender based on the content collected from
its documentation. In addition, it is possible to automatically extract relations between textual
entities contained in contract-related documents via Open Information Extraction methods
[5], [6]. In particular, our proposed system extracts triples made of a subject, an object, and a
predicate that relates them. In this manner, we obtain a machine-readable representation of
the information in the documents, namely a fact that can be seen as a truth-bearer, and it can
be labeled to be either true or false, relevant or not relevant. Since our study focuses on the

Italian language, our framework OIE4PA6 leverages an Italian dataset of labeled and unlabeled
triples extracted from real invitations to tender acquired from EmPulia. OIE4PA adopts the
methodology of a pre-existent system, WikiOIE [6] thus, it adjusts the system to the domain of
public tenders by setting up specific tools for extracting text from announcement documents
and by creating an ad hoc dataset with the resulting facts. We test the self-training approach
proposed by WikiOIE on our novel dataset to check whether it enhances the performance of
the system or not.
This kind of work proves to be indispensable for resolving several scenarios. For instance,
it is possible to cross-check information extracted directly from documents and structured
data to detect potential anomalies; moreover, both sources can be exploited for preliminary
market analysis, which allows to keep track of specific sectors or contracting authorities. By
having enough data, this information can be used to outline profiles that will enable a more
accurate identification of irregularities to be further examined by the contracting or competent
authorities.

3.3. Contractor information synthetic overview
Considering the extensive information apparatus available, we aim to organize this information
focusing on contractors. The objective is, therefore, to contribute to the definition of a "Passport"
for companies or economic operators that allows the contracting station and the RUP7 to access
a real-time overview of the available information. For instance, by simulating the audits that
the RUP usually runs and/or the economic operator declares, the application connects to the
available databases (Registro Imprese, Agenzia Entrate, DURC8 , etc.), extracts and works on the
information relevant to each test and, finally, returns them in a synthetic format. Moreover,
possible results from the archive of tenders (won contracts, tenders statistics, localization of
interventions, KPIs, etc.) are added to the aforementioned information to obtain a thorough and
automated informative content about the operator at issue.

4. Conclusions and future works
The research project described so far aims to investigate the use of artificial intelligence technologies to offer the stakeholders engaged in the public procurement process a number of useful
tools to facilitate their work in both the engagement and assessment phases. The proposed
framework can operate on both tabular and textual data thanks to a modular architecture split
into several plug-ins that take care of retrieving information and developing specific applications
for each data source used.
The digitization policies are becoming increasingly incisive on a central and peripheral level,
and the growing availability of data in a digital format opens up brand new scenarios of usage
and integration of applications assisted by artificial intelligence. Therefore, the prototype
proposed proves to be cutting-edge within this scenario, exploring the possibilities and, at the
same time, being suitable for future extensions and enhancements.
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